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Metal Air Duct LED Light

Door Balcony

Door Balcony

Convertible Zone

Huge Convertible  
Drawer

Leveling Feet

Huge Freezing 
Drawer

Sliding Tray

Sauna Wetting 
Zone

Refrigerator 
Shelves

LTC 
Sterilization Device 

This illustration is only for hinting, the detail please check your appliance.
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Levelling the unit
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Level doors
After transportation or door balconies are loaded by food or beverage, upper two doors may not be 
aligned. There are 3 C type washers which are used to adjust doors. Please follow below process to 
level doors.

1.Before check alignment of doors, please make sure appliance stand levelly .
2.If top of upper two doors looks not in a line, please slightly lift lower door and insert a pieces of C
type washer by a clip between bottom of door and middle hinge.

Space Requirement
 Keep enough space of door open. 

I

H 

A 790
B 730
C 1800
D min=50
E min=50
F min=50
G 1580
H 1530
I 135
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Rubber blocks
There is one rubber block on each door. They function as spring to relieve impact when door 
closes .

Please not pull the rubber blocks. If they absent from the doors, please take one from accessary 
bag and insert it to the hole of door.

Please be careful to avoid f ingers are cl ipped by door. Please use tool.

 Please keep C type washers far away children to avoid them are swallowed by
 children. They are small parts. 
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- extended temperate: this refrigerating appliance is intended to be used at ambient temperatures ranging 
from 10 °C to 32 °C; (SN)

- temperate: this refrigerating appliance is intended to be used at ambient temperatures ranging from 16 °C to 
32 °C;(N)

- subtropical: this refrigerating appliance is intended to be used at ambient temperatures ranging from 16 °C to 
38 °C;(ST)

- tropical: this refrigerating appliance is intended to be used at ambient temperatures ranging from 16 °C to 43 
°C;(T)

Location
The appliance should be installed well away from sources of heat such as radiators, boilers, direct
sunlight etc. Ensure that air can circulate freely around the back of the cabinet. To ensure best
performance, if the appliance is positioned below an overhanging wall unit, the minimum distance
between the top of the cabi-net and the wall unit must be at least 50 mm. Ideally, however, the
appliance should not be positioned below overhanging wall units. Accurate leveling is ensured by one
or more adjustable feet at the base of the cabinet.

Positioning
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!
for refrigerating appliances with climate class: 

This refrigerating appliance is not intended to be used as a built-in appliance;

Please keep rubber blocks far away children to avoid them are swallowed by 
children. They are small parts.
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Using the Control Panel

A.Fridge Temp.Setting
B.Convertible Zone Temp.Setting
C.Freezer Temp. Setting
D.Mode Setting （ECO、Holiday、Super freezing）
F.Locking/Unlocking Setting

 1.1 KEY OPERATION

2.1.1The panel will be lit up for 2 minutes once the door of fridge compartment or freezer 
  compartment is opened. (one door signal is sensed at a time)

 2.1 DISPLAY

1.Temperature of Fridge Comparment
2.Temperature of Freezer Comparment
3.Temperature of Convertible Comparment

1.2 LED DISPLAY

a.The control panel is 100% lit up for 3 seconds, which operates exactly as per the setting 
(mode and temperature) before the poweroff. The system will be automatically locked 25 
seconds after the last key operation. After locking, the light of the panel would be out 120
seconds after the last key operation.

b.The Fridge/Freezer/Convertible Zone temperature will be showed Separately by setting
each zone temperature. 

2.0 OPERATING CONDITION

1
2
3

A

B

D

F

C
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2.1.2 The panel will be lit up by any key operation whereas the light would be out 2 minutes 
 after the last operation. 

2.1.3 Display during normal operation
 Temperature Display of the Fridge Compartment: Indicating the temperature of the 
 current setting.
 Temperature Display of the Freezer Compartment: Indicating the temperature of the 
 current setting.
 Temperature Display of the Convertible Compartment: Indicating the temperature of 

  the current setting. 

3.1 Temperature Control of the Fridge Compartment

Temperature Control of the Fridge Compartment:
This key is workable both in User Defined Mode as well as Super Mode. After entering
the temperature control of the fridge compartment, this key flashes. By touching the key
consecutively, the temperature would change in a circle of “2℃, 3℃, 4℃, 5℃, 6℃, 7℃,
8℃”,after which 5-second flashing meas the selcection of temperature is settled.

3.3 Temperature Control of the Convertible Compartment  

Temperature Control of the Convertible Compartment:
This key is workable both in User Defined Mode as well as other models . After entering
the temperature control of the Convertible compartment, this key flashes. By touching the key
consecutively, the temperature would change in a circle of “5℃,4℃,3℃,2℃,1℃,0℃,-1℃,-2℃,-3℃” ,
after which 5-second flashing meas the selcection of temperature is settled.

3.2 Temperature Control of the Freezer Compartment 

Temperature Control of the Freezer Compartment: This key is workable both in User Defined
Mode as well as Holiday Mode. After entering the temperature control of the freezer compartment, 
the key flashes. By touching the key consecutively, the temperature would change in a circle of
“-14℃,-15℃,-16℃,-17℃,-18℃,-19℃,-20℃,-21℃,-22℃ ”, after which a 5-second flashing meas the
selection of temperature is settled.

3.0 ILLUSTION OF THE KEY

3.4 Mode/ Locking / Unlocking

a.By touching this key consecutively, the operation mode of the refrigerator will change in a circle
of “ECO Mode-Holiday Mode-Super Mode-User Defined Mode. A 5-second flashing means the
selection of temperature is settled .

b.Long Press to Enter / Exit Locking Mode
·Unlocking: Press for 3 seconds in the mode of locking, all the keys would be unlocked after

the a beep.
·Locking: Press for 3 seconds in the mode of unlocking, all the keys would be locked after the

a beep.
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Press mode to choose Holiday Mode, the icon keeps bright after 5 sec flashing, entering 
holiday mode.
Temperature fix 17℃ in fridge compartment, “fridge” button in vain, while Holiday icon will
flash three times in alarm.
Temperature of freezer compartment and convertible compartment can be adjusted freely.

Exit Holiday Mode:
Choose mode,exit Holiday Mode after 5 sec, entering the selected mode.

3.8 Holiday Mode

Choose mode, the icon keeps bright after 5 sec flashing, entering Freezing Mode.
Freezing mode:
Temperature fix -25℃ in freezing compartment, “freezer” button in vain, while freezing
icon will flash three times in alarm.
Temperature of fridge compartment and convertible compartment can be adjusted freely. 

Exit Freezing Mode:
meeting below conditions.
-manually exit Freezing Mode.
-freezing period more than 50 hours

Mode remains the same before entering super freezing mode.

3.9 Super Freezing mode

Press mode to choose ECO Mode, ECO icon keeps bright after 5 sec flashing.
Temperature fix 6℃ in fridge compartment and -16℃ in freezer compartment under ECO Mode, 
“Freezer”&“Fridge“button in vain while ECO icon will flash three times in alarim.The temperature
of convertible compartment can be adjusted freely by operating the convertible zone temp.setting.

Exit ECO Mode:
Choose mode,exit ECO Mode after 5 sec, entering the selected mode.

3.7 ECO Mode

3.5 Press Button

Short beep after per press button
All buttons will only valid under unlock mode.

3.6 Lock Fnciton

No operation in 25 sec will lock the display automatically.

4.0 Door Open Alarm 

If fridge (upper) door keeps open for 60 seconds, periodical alarm will be arisen until the door is 
closed.
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Multi-Temperature Zone 

1.Fridge temp. 2℃~8℃
Controlled by operating display panel

2.Fresh temp. 2℃~8℃

3.Freezer temp. -22℃~-14℃
Controlled by operating display panel

4.Convertible zone temp. -3℃~5℃
Controlled by operating display panel
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Position different food in different compartments according to be below tablePosition different food in different compartments according to be below table

Sanna wetting zone

Dairy food,eggs,cakes,pasta,pizza

Crisper zone

Covertible compartment

Locking humidity & fresh.
Prolong preservation time.
Fresh fruit and vegetables,treasure food.

3℃~5℃: fresh fruit, vegetables.
0℃~2℃: drinks, beer, red wine, treasure. 
-3℃~-1℃: chilling foods for short-term storage,
such as raw meat, fish, seafood, dumplings.

Freezer compartment Foods for long-term storage.
Seafood, fish, meat, dumplings, forzen baked goods.
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·

·

Information above give users recommendation of temperature setting.

Temperature of convertible zone setting depends on food leading.

Temperature Setting Recommendation

（ e ℃）

inter
（  16℃）

 Impact on Food Storage

· Under Recommended setting, the best storage time of fridge is no more than 3 days.

· Under Recommended setting, the best storage time of freezer is no more than 1 month. 

· The best storage time may reduce under other settings.

℃

℃

℃

Fridge set on 2℃

Freezer set on -20℃

Fridge set on 5℃
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Cleaning
For hygienic reasons the appliance interior, including interior accessories, should be cleaned regularly.

Caution! The appliance may not be connected to the mains during cleaning. Danger of electrical 
shock! Before cleaning switch the appliance off and remove the plug from the mains, or switch off or 
turn out the circuit breaker or fuse. Never clean the appliance with a steam cleaner. Moisture could 
accumulate in electrical components, danger of electrical shock! Hot vapors can lead to the damage 
of plastic parts. The appliance must be dry before it is placed back into service.

Important!    Ethereal oils and organic solvents can attack plastic parts, e.g. lemon juice or the juice form 
orange peel, butyric acid, cleanser that contain acetic acid.

Do not allow such substances to come into contact the appliance parts.
Do not use any abrasive cleaners
Remove the food from the freezer. Store them in a cool place, well covered.
Switch the appliance off and remove the  plug from the mains, or switch off or turn out the circuit breaker 
of fuse.
Clean the appliance and the interior accessories with a cloth and lukewarm water. After cleaning wipe 
with fresh water and rub dry.
After everything is dry place appliance back into service.

Defrost Description (No Frost)
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Troubleshooting
Caution! Before troubleshooting, disconnect the power supply. Only a qualified electrician of 
competent person must do the troubleshooting that is not in this manual.  

Important! There are some sounds during normal use (compressor, refrigerant circulation).

Appliance dose not 
work

Mains plug is not plugged in 
or is loose

Check fuse, replace if necessary.

Socket is defective Mains malfunctions are to be 
corrected by an electrician.

Problem Solution

Fuse has blown or is defective

Insert mains plug.

Appliance freezes or 
cools too much

Turn the temperature regulator to a 
warmer setting temporarily.

Unusual noises

Appliance is not level.

The appliance is touching the 
wall or other objects.

Re-adjust the feet.

Move the appliance slightly.

A component, e.g. a pipe, on 
the rear of the appliance is 
touching another part of the 
appliance or the wall.

If necessary, carefully bend the 
component out of the way.

Door seal is not air tight.
Heavy build up of 
frost on the door 
seal.

Carefully warm the leaking sections of 
the door seal with a hair dryer (on a cool 
setting). At the same time shape the 
warmed door seal by hand such that it 
sits correctly.

Temperature is not properly 
adjusted.

Please look in the initial Temperature 
Setting section.

Door was open for an extended 
period.

Open the door only as long as 
necessary.

A large quantity of warm food 
was placed in the appliance 
within the last 24 hours.

Turn the temperature regulation to 
a colder setting temporarily.

The food is not frozen 
enough.

Please look in the installation 
location section.

The appliance is near a heat 
source. 

Temperature is set too cold 
or the appliance runs at SUPER 
modes.

Possible cause

If the malfunction shows again, contact the Service Center.
These data are necessary to help you quickly and correctly. Write the necessary data here, refer to the 
rating plate.
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Packaging sorting information

Please scan the QR code which places on the outer 
packaging of the product to find all the information 
relating to the packaging and how to manage the 
packaging waste
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